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ABSTRACT 

Good business educators are bridge builders, constructing structures and supports that open each learner’s 

pathway to achieving his or her highest potential. Building is making real and lasting connections and this 

is more than anything.  This is what teachers do to connect students to their own strengths and areas of 

need, connect students to curriculum, connect students to their communities and ultimately teachers 

connect students to the future. We find ourselves in a time when the world is changing quickly. Each day 

new innovations make the world more connected.  Move more quickly and call for yet more innovation. 

We cannot pretend to know what the future we are sending our students into look like and we cannot 

foresee how the subjects we teach will change. So through our subjects we teach will change. So through 

our subjects we build bridge to our students – helping them to discover their strengths, to connect with 

and synthesize learning and to become leaders within their communities, clan, local, state and federal 

levels. In their way the skills we teach are transcendent, the bridges that will connect our students to be 

unknown able more of the future. We do not hold the keys to our students’ future, they have no fate 

keepers. Instead business educations are bridge – builders connecting students to the leaders they can 

become. In this presentation, the following were discussed among others educational function of bridge. 

Building bridge between teaching and learning, value of embedded professional learning, value of 

collaboration, value of autonomy and distributed leadership of learning assessment: the bridge between 

teaching and learning and conclusively business education as a bridge builder for behavioural assurance- 

essential scholastic success in Nigeria.  

Keywords: Business Education, Bridge Builder, Behavioural Assurance, Scholastic Success and Nigeria.    

 

INTRODUCTION  

Business educators are people employed to teach. They must be knowledgeable in general education, 

general business subjects, secretarial components, marketing and distributive, education subjects, 

professional education,  accounting, teaching practice and industrial work experience. They are  

professional teachers of business who is constantly aware of the state of the art in Business education 

(Ayo, 2020).  They are equipped to impart knowledge on the populace through the school system in order 

to create awareness. The term “bridge” has a plethora of meanings.  In the construction industry, it means 

a device that spans and divide object.  In anatomy, it is an upper bony ridge of the human woes.   

Medicine sees it as a periphery procedure before a definite solution is administered. In the educational 
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industry, however, the business educator is a bridge builder.  According to Adonu (2019), teachers are the 

reason we are what we are today. They are the bridge builders who patiently, with tender care, nurtured us 

to become the professional doctors, lawyers, engineers, economists, accountants, administrators, 

governors, senators and presidents that we are today.  

In recognition of the foregoing fact the world over celebrates teachers on the fifth (5th) day of October 

every year in all counties of the world. The effort is making the teacher great in the society cannot be over 

emphasized. We can only show them love and appreciation for what they have done for us. We can only 

do that by improving their welfare and making sure that they are comfortable, Adoru (2019).   However, 

urged teachers in the local, state and Federal levels are not to relent in imparting knowledge to their 

students and bringing them up mentally and morally and to discipline them whenever the need arises.  He 

added that government should make teachers’ welfare their top priority. The world teachers’ day is a 

global celebration in recognition and appreciation of the important role teachers’ play in the upbringing 

and education of children which is the foundation of development for any nation.  

Now, more than ever, students need support. To meet their needs, educator should encourage their 

students to break from the mainstream by inspecting their experiences and therefore expressing their own 

values. This endeavour will lead students to make choices that are best for themselves and others.  It is 

important to students in both relating and connecting to society, and to have hope and joy for meeting the 

day full on.  

Educators need to give their students the opportunity to reveal life histories, experience perspectives and 

expectation in ways that are termed with     the educators’ class curricula.  Doing so will naturally build 

inter-subjectivity, increased inter-subjectivity leads to meaningful relationships and higher achievements. 

In turn, this will lead to stronger social relatedness and connectedness.  

The purpose of building, maintaining and repairing classroom relationships is simple: to quickly build 

classroom relationships in a metaphorical, colorful and creative way. This can be accomplished by 

learning curriculum with phenomenology Experience and Value Clarification (PEVC) strategies.  

Caguer (2019), the World Bridge Federation, in its zonal conferences, one whose aim is to increase 

general interest and the number of people playing the game, operates in the youth education sector with 

the following objectives:  

1. Developing of education concerning the game of the bridge. 

2. Contributing to improving the quality of training offered in schools. 

3. Synergistic action in the training scholastic training agencies;  

4. Offering new training opportunities appropriate to the specific weeds; 

5. Reinforcing training.  

 

Educational function of Bridge  

Caguer noted that in analyzing the educational function of bridge, one should identify the essential points 

of the current educational system which have brought about radical charge in tendency in society and 

consequently, in the school. The crucial points are the following. 

 The centralization of instruction and education, essential instrument for the provident of social, 

cultural and occupational development. One objective of the school must be to substantially raise 

the general level of work training. The irredeemable educational value of culture for the 

development of personality has been recognized.  Knowledge is no longer only for the chosen 

few.  The need to know is now a condition for access to work for all. The qualitative 

improvement in levels of teaching is one of the principal conditions of its economic social and 

productive development. The economic scenario has changed completely; the job market is 

continually evolving, mobility has become part of the system, people used to keep learning new 

things. In the social sphere, the phenomena of drugs, delinquency and organized crime strongly 

felt the effect of cultural poverty (Nuhammed and Haddix, 2016). 

 The transformation of the traditional concept of knowledge. There must be a strong unity between 

the discipline of study of future programmes and the forms of practical and operative skills 

essential for the students of tomorrow.  In a school which is equipped for the future, which 
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creates in its pupils an open and dynamic mentality capable of enduring with the exudation of 

society, the fundamental knowledge cannot be defined as definitive disciplines but rather inter-

disciplinary skills, involving the cooperation of different disciplines and ways of educating. The 

citizen of tomorrow will have to be able to understand and make decisions, have the capacity to 

forces, to orientate himself, to begin processes of integration on a social and professional level. A 

new didactic environment and more appropriate teaching methods must be evaluates 

simultaneously the cognitive, social, emotional and relational aspects of any learning. Due to this 

change of knowledge in the deductive sphere, the use of various educational structures is 

required. The increasing widening of horizon and the forever more frequent social and 

professional changes, necessitate knowledge that everyone must master to love in today’s world 

and to orient himself with awareness (Onic and Winaot, 2015). 

 Living in increasingly complex systems: In the contemporary world uncertainty is the 

epistemology and existential condition which condition the world knowledge and the world of 

choices. In a world where uncertainty will be the increasingly evident and where it is difficult to 

hypothesize which   disciplines will be subject to greater developments and in which direction 

research will go, one thing however appears clear, the transmission of codified knowledge is 

unacceptable. In a time when certainties are decreasing, the school of the future must know how 

to build up the capacity to make decisions in conditions of uncertainty which are important in 

orienting ornately oneself and acting in increasingly complex systems. Each single competence 

must be subordinate to the necessity to think in general in this complex frame work. The problem 

of the single training areas loses its local character and becomes part of a complex airfare 

(Alexander,2010, Auraamidon , 2016; Bang and Vessonghi , 2016; Coffey, 2015) 

 

Educational and Social Function of Bridge  

Caguer (2019), previous  experience and studies carried out have affirmed that Bridge has strong 

educational function  in today’s society since it has positive  effects both in the social- emotional and the 

cognitive sphere,  Price and McNed (2013), in  the  bridge,  there is a strong element of  establishing 

social relations; precisely  because it is a pair’s  game and one involving  relationships. Bridge contributes 

greatly to creating a community spirit and a sense of belonging to the institution and consequently, to 

improving relations with instruction. It is precisely the creation of such an environment which contributed 

to the pupils’ involvement and combats the  lack of will – power so common in young people and on the 

contrary, stimulate their motivation.  

 Bridge promotes the capacity to construct one’s own personal identity since it allows one to 

acquire a seine of behavioural assurances. Since it is a game of simulation, it allows one to 

experience situation, which if actually faced would provoke successive anxiety and wound be 

rejected for fear of failure. The simulation generates each one the protection from consequences 

too negative due to what is done in said in the progression of the game (Sealay-Ruiz, 2013; 

Smagoreinsky, 2015).  

 Bridge helps in the acquisition of new know knowledge and improves one’s ability to study 

different discipliner according to cognitive theories; in the learning phase, it is best to gain 

competence in using neutral material to lessen the anxiety of testing experience. Bridge is not a 

neutral subject but is particularly captivating in that it has a hard aspect, if learnt in a pleasant 

way it is simpler to learn (Worley and Roshell, 2019).  

 

Building Bridge between Teaching and Learning   

(Alavina (2018), there is a bridge between teaching and learning and bridging the gap between the 

classroom and the real world is one of the main goals as a department member (lecturer). It is made 

explicit through the framework Approaches to Teaching and Learning. This framework of skills clustered 

around thinking skills, social skills, commutation skills, self-management skills and research skills, all 

aimed to create the bridge  between teaching and learning and for schools to enact systems, which 

explicitly link the work of  teachers (teaching) to the work of the students (learning). 
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There have been attempts to implement solution based on linear, aetiological meaning (cause-and –effect 

structure) which subscribe to it – then causality or behaviorist tenderize. For example, merit pay or 

selective reward systems based on examination results is one of these algorithms. Research over the past 

decade build a case for a more teleological reasoning around teaching and  learning, a philosophy based 

on what meaning is created  out of practice. The assumption that we hold herein, is that everyone stays in 

our profession because we find satisfaction in facilitating learning. This positive presupposition is 

inherent in the practices of schools where effective teaching is co-created rather than mandated.  

This point to cultural dimension in schools which allow for systematic Bridging between the act of 

improving instructional effectiveness and the facilitation of learning effectiveness in students. Facilitating 

learning is a complex talk for schools and the professionals in them because schooling is not a factory 

where the raw materials (product) come to the assembly line with seriousness. Students come to school 

with varying degrees of readiness, personalities, life contacts, dispositions, among other variables. 

Schooling also cannot function with aetiological structure because these variables impact motivation, 

mindset and other psychological dispositions of each learner (Bryk, Sebring, Allensworth, Easton and 

Luppesu, 2010). In addition, students learnt at varying paces and teachers must essentially address the 

emerging qualities of students who have already learnt whatever it is in the curriculum, some students 

have not learnt it yet, some have gaps.  

Further, schools want to quarantine the coherence of learning in a standard profession of success criteria 

school has decided needs to be guaranteed for the futures of the learners. In addition to this complexity 

the fact that most of the adults who teach may not have learnt in the ways students are learning. So we 

stand at an ecotone and it is both exhilarating and exasperating at times that we labour to find innovative 

solutions to enacting quality instruction to bridge the approaches to learning that teachers and students 

employ to learn and sustain learning in self-directed ways. The emerging designs of an adaptive school, 

which uses both linear solutions to manage work and teleological solutions to allow creativity and 

innovation to flourish, has some fascinating dimensions (Weber, 2014).  

 

Value of Embedded Professional Learning  

According to Brody and Hador (2011), embedded, Situational professional learning is not new. We know 

from available research that separating professional learning from practice tends to hinder change in 

teacher practices.  Contextualized learning is one of the principles of effective professional development. 

This inherent strength of embedded professional learning may occur because of its proximity to practice, 

ensuring greater cognitive links between the teachers experience and visible impact they see as they apply 

their learning.  

Brody and Hador found that teacher’s who persisted in their collaborative work reported change in their 

practice as they internalized the learning and begin to redesign classroom learning to reflect what they had 

learnt.  In addition, teachers documented changes in practice while working on both personal and 

professional goals and reported a new sense of empowerment and agency as their practice evolved.  

Peter Serge and Colleaguer (2000) in Alavina (2018) discussed how learning groups promote new ideas 

in the workplace. To address change and build teacher capacity, teachers are more able to learn to address 

these needs by learning with each other in a collaborative context. Professional learning fosters reflection 

and making sense of problems that emerge in practice and provide a venue for problem solving solutions 

relevant to the wore context.  

 

Value of Collaboration  

Learning in context is possible through that is guaranteed, development and sustained. Schools 

impoverished of collaboration are impoverished of learning. A study of an impoverished school linked 

knowledge to teacher and student learning and found that the connection between collaboration and 

reflection and learning was missing. The study focused on uncovering how teachers attained knowledge 

necessary to improve learning in their classrooms and throughout the whole school. The study indicated 

that there were no structured for sharing knowledge in the school. Teachers were isolated because no 

common space was provided to congregate and talk about teaching and learning. There existed a negative 
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attitude towards discussion one teacher admitted that discussion feeds like debating and that colleague did 

not accept others who wanted to discuss teaching issue. The timetable provided no collaborative time and 

there were no other structure in place that would provide opportunities for discourse about teaching and 

learning. 

Without collaborative structure in place, teachers cannot be expected to construct understanding of 

practical, pedagogical, curricular and relational knowledge apart from what they learn on their own 

through other source such as textbooks about teaching. In their impoverished situation, teacher knowledge 

resides in a bubble, isolated and static. Pedagogy stagnates in this context since it is uninformed and 

unformed by any other tensions that would result from shared dialogue and discussion.  

How teachers structure teaching and learning often reflects constructive understanding of these events. In 

other words, teacher discourse is a source of learning which in turn shaped how teachers teach and how 

their students learn. What we learn from the above case study is that schools impoverished of 

collaboration tend to lose focus on learning. The implication is that student achievement suffers.   

Other studies find that providing opportunities to talk about teacher practice not only increase 

understanding of sound practice but facilitated a light in thinking (Collet, 2012).  Reflection in groups 

through discussion paused teacher thinking from technical to conceptual levels. Rather than a simple 

exchange of strategies that work, successful professional dialogue allows teachers to further develop 

understanding of how students learn. Collet suggest that this thinking at a deeper epistemological level 

about student learning not only opens up the teacher’s understanding of what to do, but also engages the 

teacher in creative design in context (William, 2017). We cannot leave to chance the phenomenon of 

developing collaborative groups. Just by instance, doesn’t mean that teachers will automatically engage in 

professional discussions that will transform practice and improve coherence in a school. Like all 

systematic processer, we have to develop ways to sustain the discourse and make it purposeful, impactful 

work. 

At the intersection of collaborative meaning constructive, we find boundary crossings through the 

experience of professional discourse. This discourse approaches epistemological levels within the PLC. In 

these dialogues and discussions, teachers find an avenue to gleans and co-construct learning from 

professional experience and subsequent implementation of learning in their classrooms. Through these 

constructivist conversation, teachers examine classroom outcome through student work, allowing a 

recursive feedback system to teachers’ learning and application of learning, with the ultimate result of 

developing understanding of how professional learning impacts teacher practice. Collaborative 

professional learning allows teachers to see and understand the Bridger between what they think and 

decide what they do in the classroom.  

 

Value of Autonomy and Distribution Leadership of Learning  

According to Alavina (2018) the ability to make decisions about instruction through perceived and actual 

autonomy and distributed leadership of learning. Autonomy is not about isolation or closing the 

classroom door and being left alone to do your own thing. This does not facilitate coherence for our 

students. Rather we refer to autonomy as agency, the teacher as having ownership over design of learning 

his or her classroom in collaboration with other teachers. It also include a stance inquiry, to Being a 

professional inquirer, always learning how to create conditions for learning for a diverse group of 

students; how to employ a range of strategies to enhance learner agency and ownership or learning; how 

to conduct multiple entry points to learning, multiple tracks of conceptual, contextual and disciplinary 

learning; how to design ways to make visible what student know, understand and can do.  

Professional community focused on learning, collaboration and professional agency are three dimension 

of high implementation schools (Foryk et al, 2010; Little, 1990; Torves 2014). These studies spotlight the 

finding that schools with high-impact instruction have intentional focus on instructional improvement 

through a stance of inquiry, thought developing collaborative warms and by allowing teachers the 

ownership of learning innovative practices and refining curriculum with openness to provide peer-

feedback to lessons through professional structure such as instructional rounds.  An important implication 

for us is that focusing a school around learning is not facilitated through algorithms or behaviourist 
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structured of   if-then causality.  To reduce teaching and learning to a causal, behaviourist implication of 

carrots and sticks likens education to the old paradigm &processing student in batched through a factory 

model. The sobering truth is that we cannot force people, adults and children, to learn. They must decide 

these themselves, so it is our work to design and create the conditions in our schools in which there will 

emerge and sustain a focus on learning; and there is agency and ownership to improve and refine practice.  

 

Assessment of the Bridge between Teaching and Learning  

William (2017) assessment is a central process in education. If students learnt what they were taught, we 

would never need to assess; we could instead just keep records of all that we had taught. But as every 

teacher knows, many students do not learn what they are taught. Indeed, when we look at their work, it is 

sometimes hard to believe that they were in the lecture hall. In fact, it is impossible to predict with any 

certainty what students will learn as result of a particular sequence of classroom activities, and because 

we cannot teach well without finding out where our students are starting from, we have no assess.  Even if 

all our students started out at the same point, each of them will have reached different understandings of 

the material being studied within a very short period of time. That is why assessment is the bridge 

between teaching and learning – it is only through assessment that we can find out whether what has 

happened in the classroom has produced the learning we intended.  

Of course, assessment is also used for other purposes in education, which makes the picture much more 

complicated. In all countries, assessments of the performance of individual students are used to determine 

which students are, and which students are not, qualified for subsequent phases of education and students 

should receive. In many countries, assessments are also used to hold teachers, schools, local and state 

governments accountable to parents, tax payers and other stakeholders. Few would argue that those who 

provide education should not be required to give some sort of an account to those who pay for education, 

but often the arrangements we make to hold schools accountable actually get in the way of improving 

education.  

In some ways, this desire to use assessment results achieved by individual students to create a high – 

stakes accountability system is understandable. There is now quite strong evidence that the presence of a 

high – stakes accountability system raises student achievement by the equivalent of as much as an extra 

two months’ learning each year. However every single instance in which high – stakes accountability 

systems have been implemented, adverse unintended consequences have significantly reduced and in 

many cases have completely negated, the positive benefits of such an assessment system. There are many 

reasons for these unintended consequences, but two are particularly important.  

The first is that accountability systems are rarely important to teachers and schools.  In every single 

country where this has been studied, the scores that students get at school depend far more on their 

individual achievement before they went to that school, the influence of socio-economic factors and the 

support given by parent and other family members. For example, in Canada, only eleven (11) percent of 

the variation in students, science scores in Programme for International Student Achievement (PISA) in 

2006 was attributable to the school; the rest was attributable to factors over which the school had no 

control (PISA, 2007). Holding Schools and teachers accountable for something over which they have 

little control seems contrary to natural justice, and this is why many teachers and other education 

professionals find the idea of high – stakes accountability testing so repugnant.  

However it is possible to design system of “intelligent accountability” that control for the factors over 

which schools and teachers have no influence, for instance, by taking into account prior achievement, the 

socio-economic status of the students, their ethnic background mention but a few (Ray, 2006). When this 

is done, the traditional ranking of schools in terms of their results is generally very different; schools that 

appear to be getting good results are shown to be schools who are fortunate to be drawing students from 

affluent communities, while others, with modest results, are shown to be making extraordinary progress 

with students from disadvantaged backgrounds.  

The second reason for the unintended consequences is that because assessment results can serve a number 

of functions, there is a tendency to use the same assessment results to serve a number of functions, 

ostensibly to save time and money and to reduce the burden of testing on students. While this is a 
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laudable aim, using the same assessment information to serve different functions brings these functions 

into conflict, and frequently the result is that the assessment system serves none of the functions well.  

The challenge is to create an assessment system that is externally referenced, distributed and cumulative. 

The assessment system needs to be externally referenced, so that the teacher can honestly, say to the 

student, “These are not my standards”. When the authority for the standard of achievement that students 

have to reach does not come from the teacher, the teacher is free to be a coach, rather than judge and jury. 

When the assessment distributed across the whole course, the negative effects of “teaching to the test” are 

minimized, because the only way to maximize the students’ achievement is to teach all the students 

everything. When the assessment is cumulative, there is no incentive for students and teachers to adopt a 

shallow approach, because if material is forgotten, it has to be learnt again, because it is going to the 

assessed again.  

There is no single best way to achieve this ideal of an externally referenced, distributed and cumulative 

assessment system, because any assessment system has to take account of the culture in which it will be 

used. Where great trust is placed in the professionalism of teachers there will be political support for 

systems that would be unpalatable in communities where such trust is lacking. The important thing is that 

the assessment system, as far as possible, creates positive incentive for teachers to teach well and for 

students to study well. Once this kind of assessment system is in place, it should fade into the background 

and be unnoticeable and unremarkable, because is would also support teachers and learners in focusing 

their time on the most important function of assessment: using assessment to improve what happens in 

classrooms.  

Although the terms formative assessment and assessment for learning are defined slightly differently by 

different people, there is increasing agreement that assessment improves learning when it is used to 

support five key strategies in learning. 

1. Clarifying, sharing and understanding learning intentions and criteria for success. 

2. Engineering classroom discussions, activities and tasks that elicit evidence of student 

achievement.  

3. Providing feedback that moves learning forward  

4. Activating students as learning resources for one another. 

5. Activating students as owners of their own learning.  

In addition to the above strategies, Forthomme (2019) came up with the following: 

6.  Making the learning activity safe 

7.  Making the learning activity a successful experience. 

8.  Making the learning activity interesting  

9.  Making the learning activity personal  

10.  Making the learning activity relevant  

In a learning environment where we are constantly trying to connect to our students and to ensure 

they understand and can apply the content we are providing, problem – based learning is a tool that allows 

us to bring our students, course material and the real would closer together.  

 

Business Educator as a Bridge Builder for Behavioural Assurance Essential scholastic Success in 

Nigeria  
The simulation involved in playing also gives one the opportunity to try new ways of behaving, to risk 

making in order to become more self-assured. Certain forms of behavioural assurance are essential for 

scholastic success in Nigeria.  

In other words, the transitions of skills by students to the real work situation, the followings are the 

contributions of business educator to Students’ Success in Nigeria (Ayo, 2020). 

 Creating and reinforcing students’ decision – making capacity. This is the basis for active and 

conscious autonomy. The simulation is particularly efficacious for solving problems which 

provoke processes. The development of one’s decision-making capacity represents one of the 

school’s principal objectives and it is directed towards promoting in pupils those capacities of 

planning and re-planning throughout one’s whole life. Bridge is particularly efficacious in 
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developing such capacities. In fact, bridge accusations one to decide in such a way as to make 

conscious choices, and to be flexible in these choices, accepting to modify them in case of 

mistakes, new knowledge or acquiring new values. From this one deriver problematic attitude in 

the face of reality which forces one to look again for possible alternative solutions.  

Giving one the chance to experiment in real situations constitutes, therefore, the opportunity to identify 

the skills necessary to manage the situations themselves, to use acquired knowledge before and during the 

simulation itself and to verify the use of strategies and tenths for problem-solving.  All of this takes place 

in a game environment which allows pupils to have a more relaxed attitude when paced with problems, 

without the fear of being penalized for mistakes.   

 Develop the capacity to compare:  Playing with a partner, managing relationships the possibly to 

compare results in game environment and consequently, to self-assess, permits one to acquire  

- Awareness of one’s own and of other’s roles in a scholastic situation. 

-  Management of comparison to assess and evaluate one’s own abilities and in the world of 

work. 

After simulating, each player will have at his/or her disposal behavioural data and new knowledge. The 

aim is not so much to identify winners and losers, but to compare the different strategies used by players 

and thus, to base one this comparative criterion one’s non evaluation and learning. Playing with a partner 

and managing relationships allows one to acquire interpersonal strategies and promote in the student a 

suitable social attitude. In their way, young people can face certain social situations more appropriately, 

can become accustomed to being aware of them also when interacting with others and can self-assess. 

 Offer the opportunity to cope with mistakes:    Error and the origin of almost all human 

learning and play, is a way of getting used to errors. Accepting and managing mistakes is 

not easy for young people, so the experience with bridge is particularly useful for them, as 

a game of probability and mistakes; thinking of being able to dominate fully is purely 

utopian. For this reason, bridge holds so much fascination for those who know it and those 

who play only occasionally. Teaching the use of the experience and mistakes, it certainly 

all impediment to the traumas which future failures could cause young people encountering 

the first real problems of youth. 

 Offer the opportunity to cope with defeat:    Young people are not used to being paced with 

defeat, since adults do their best to get rid of the obstacles and difficulties which arise. So, 

at their first defeat, they not know how to react, while it is precisely at this time that most 

force is needed. Discouragement is a temptation. The temptation to let yourself go, to give 

in to sleeplessness, to give up; but living means knowing how to cope with defeat, as in 

any sports competition. Even the best team loses sometimes. One must never give in to 

depression. The loser must use the defeat to understand how to react in order to charge, 

create, to find new methods, to invent new strategies. In the dimension of bridge defeat is 

common for all, so in sharing defeat one can learn more easily how to manage it. 

 Encourage the acceptance of Rules:     If we distance ourselves temporarily from the 

concepts – of  sport as exclusively a physical activity, of action and movement in bridge, 

we can find all in the components of sport, discipline, rigour, ethics, ability, performance, 

competition, competitive spirit, surrounding difficulties, application, study, training 

fatigue, sacrifice, even in stress. It is precisely through bridge, that one can reach 

understanding the importance of the necessity to adapt to values since the practice of the 

game shows one to experiment and simulate situations in which the essential condition is 

to except rules (Wieczoek, and Hear, 2018). 

The rules constitute the structure of the game and represent a level of analysis of the reference system and 

they repurpose the real mechanism of interaction among people to cape with situations. If one considers 

that the phenomenon of bullying is one which is worrying and on the increase, one can understand how 

useful it can be to underline that rules tie at the very root of civil society.    
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 Stimulate the rational organization of study: the methods employed in planning actions in the 

games are the bridging in the choice of timing in the game, help in the children to acquire the 

correct mentality to obtain the correct mentality to obtain the concept of the necessity to organize 

any activity either concerning the concept of transfer, with game to his studies and/or work. 

Bridge helps one to acquire behaviour: This mean not so much the capacity to understand rules but 

capacity to organize a coherent behaviour, to define a strategy based on the comprehension of the implicit 

structure of the game. In this way are activated logical abilities such as the capacity to consider different 

variables and make choice based on predictions the capacity to grasp the symbolic dimension which 

makes the game a simulation and to understand the model as an interpretative one of real process. 

 Prepare for employment: Various international researcher underline that of the difficulties 

encountered by young people in employment, those related to theoretical performance (subject 

knowledge, use of work instrument…) are not as significant as those deriving from inability to fit 

into the work environment adequately.  

In fact, the way and manner in which an emphases deals with his work experience is considered a 

decisive quality for success in his/her career and his or her own socio-psychological development. The 

analysis resources continuously throughout a game of bridge and the defining of objectives, is a model 

which reproduces on a small scale, but exactly, some work activities and their related problems  

 

CONCLUSION 

The business education teacher is a person who is knowledgeable in the six components of the course that 

make up a business education programme. He is a professional teacher of business who constantly is 

aware of the state of the art in business education. He is no doubt, a regarded as a bridge builder in all 

reunifications. This assertion has been well explained and embellished in this study by describing who 

actually a business educator and what he/she represents. The meaning of a bridge was explained as a 

lubricant through which educators actualize their goals and objectives. The study focused on the 

following: educational function of a bridge, educational and social function of a bridge, building bridges 

between teaching and learning, value of collaboration, value of autonomy and distributed leadership of 

learning, assessment: the bridge between teaching and learning and finally business educator as a bridge 

builder for behavioural assurance essential for scholastic success in Nigeria. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Collaborative learning through community – based situations produces emergent knowledge. 

Therefore school leaders should examine the context in which professional learning is embedded 

to clearly see the direction in which a school is growing. 

2. As teachers are creating learning activities such as scenarios they should also create rubies.   

3. Business educator should ensure that the learning activity is measureable.  

4. Teachers should make sure that the learning activity is something student can effectively respond 

to and be successful in with effort.  

5. Teachers should not put the students in a situation where they are not able to work their way to a 

successful conclusion.  
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